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ABSTRACT 

 The process of risk analysis and management of risk involved a series of steps that helped the software 

team members to understand and manage the uncertainty level involved in software projects. Strategic management 

process (SMP) was designed as a simulation model to identify the risk and quantified the risk with cost assessment 

procedure. While analyzing SMP, it revealed that planning and control needs to be extended with effective software 

engineering tools for attaining the required resources. Speculative Analysis Technique (SAT-AT) using Awareness 

Tools (SAT-AT) was presented to provide precise information and to accurately identify important classes of risk 

occurrence between collaborative team members. But, SAT-AT does not offer qualitative and quantitative result for 

planning and control risks on software projects. To handle the risks related to software planning and control 

dimensions, a framework called as the Risk-free Project Planning and Control (RPPC) is designed in this paper. 

RPPC framework developed a Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool to assist the software engineers 

by managing not only the quality of software project but also to develop risk-free software products. In order to 

achieve this, initially planning and control risk identification is carried out using the Taxonomy Work Breakdown 

Structure in RPPC framework, where the root cause of the risk is identified. Followed by this, analysis of planning 

and control risk in RPPC framework using Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix CASE tools is carried out. The risk 

coverage matrix analyzes the possibility and effect of risk on software planning performance rate. Finally, the risk 

factor is overcome using Taxonomy based feedback derivation based on fuzzy rule. Experiment is conducted on the 

factors such as risk impact level on software planning and control, software feasibility ratio, and planning risk 

identification efficiency. 

 

Keywords: Risk Identification, Planning and Control, Computer Aided Software Engineering, Taxonomy Work 

Breakdown Structure, Feedback Derivation, Fuzzy Rule based systems 
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1. Introduction  

Software project suffers from increased cost, delay in project, not meeting the needs of the user, and many 

systems being unutilized. Despite many advances in techniques, methods and tools, these have been continued. With 

the advancements, these drawbacks have been solved using software risk management. Software risk management is 

an attempt to define and formulate risk oriented correlates of success into a definite set of methods and techniques. 

That in a way helps the software developer to identify the risk, analyze it, and accordingly tackle software risks 

items. Strategic Management Process (SMP) [1], simulated the impact of strategic types of decisions namely, cost 

involved in a project, risk related to the project, budget requirement and scheduling of project using simulation 

model. SMP had the advantage of an integrated framework where several strategic factors were integrated to 

identify the risk and cost incurred during the design of project which also provided a critical insight that efficiently 

identified the best strategy. But, while analyzing SMP, it showed that planning and control had to be extended with 

cost effective software engineering tools for meeting out the resources required for a project.  

Conflict arises whenever project works dealing with collaborative development using an individual copy of 

the project files. Each project developer continuously makes whenever there appears a change to his or her file copy 

and share them with their team members. Speculative Analysis Technique using Awareness Tools (SAT-AT) [1] 

used the unexploited information from previous version files to accurately identify classes of conflicts during design 

of project. But, SAT-AT did not provided solution for qualitative and quantitative result related to risk during the 

planning and control stage on software projects. 

One of the most serious problems in software project is the quality of the software. Many software projects 

include both the bugs of known and unknown nature because of the fact that the total software defects usually 

exceeds with the available resources. An automated method called GenProg [3] was designed for repairing defects 

which did not had a formal specification, annotation in program etc. GenProg applied an extended method of genetic 

programming to design a method to retain the functionality of project. Though repairs generated were analyzed in a 

quantitative and qualitative manner, automatic repair remained unaddressed. Ambient Intelligent applications [4] 

provided a middleware architecture designed specifically for safety critical applications that in a way provided the 

developer with different types of services during the runtime verification. The architecture monitored the project 

continuously and measured the correctness of the project using a visual tool providing automatic generation of 

setting up parameters improving the runtime. But, it was not applied for wide range of applications.   

 Based on the aforementioned techniques, a Risk-free Project Planning and Control (RPPC) is designed and 

implemented in JAVA that develops a Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool that assists the software 

engineers by analyzing the software quality of project and to develop risk-free software products. The Taxonomy 

Work Breakdown Structure in RPPC framework helps to identify the root cause of the risk. The Taxonomy Risk 

Coverage Matrix CASE tools effectively analyze the possibility and effect of risks on software projects. Finally, the 

risk factor is minimized using Taxonomy based feedback derivation based on fuzzy rule. 

The structure of paper is outlined as follows. In Section 1, describe the basic information and limitations 

related to software risk and project management. In Section 2, risk-free project planning and control framework 

using CASE tools is demonstrated. Section 3 explains about the Cylinder Bands Data Set from UCI repository and 
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experiment evaluation performed in JAVA with parametric factors. Section 4 performs result analyze using table 

values and graph. Section 5 illustrates the related work with their limitations. Section 6 finally concluded the work. 

 

2. Risk-Free Project Planning And Control Framework 

 In this section, a detailed description regarding Risk-free Project Planning and Control framework (RPPC) 

is presented with the aid of a flow diagram. Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool is used in the RPPC 

framework to assist the software engineers by managing the software quality without any risks while planning and 

control of the software. The existing strategic management software performed the risk assessment for a specific 

strategic plan by identifying only the overall impact of the risks whereas the proposed RPPC framework overcomes 

the drawback related to strategic management software by way of developing taxonomy based software tool by 

controlling the software planning risks. 

One of the major problems to be solved while developing quality software is software project risk 

management. With different types of risk observed the work RPPC framework proceeds in the direction of planning 

and control dimensional phase. The RPPC framework uses a taxonomy based CASE tools to minimize the risk 

factor. The risk factor in RPPC framework is identified, analyzed, and controlled using an effective CASE tool 

procedure. The software risk planning and control loop is depicted in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Design loop of Software Risk Planning and Control  

The risk observed in software planning and control is due to the lack of effective project management, 

insufficient estimation of required resources and inefficient communication between project members. The risk 

related to software planning and control is initially identified. The identified risk factor in RPPC Framework is 

widely analyzed on different dimensions in order to overcome the risk. The final stage in RPPC framework controls 

the risk with the help of developed CASE tools. 

Taxonomy based risk identification in RPPC Framework enhance the probability of project success. RPPC 

framework uses taxonomy based computer aided software engineering tool for classifying the software risk with 

class of procedures. The changes made in the class procedure according to the user requirement improve the level of 
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planning in software projects. The class procedure in taxonomy based CASE tools easily identifies, analyzes and 

controls the risks related to planning and control in software projects.  

 

 

Figure 2 Taxonomy based CASE Tools 

 

The Taxonomy based CASE tools in RPPC Framework initially include the missing user need into the class 

procedure. The requirement that has been included is now scheduled into the list and the planning performance rate 

is measured. The planning performance rate is measured using the fuzzy rule to control the risk factor. The overall 

flow diagram of the Risk-Free Project Planning and Control (RPPC) Framework is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 Flow Diagram of RPPC Framework 

As illustrated in Figure 3, RPPC Framework initially identifies the risk using Taxonomy Work Breakdown 

Structure. Taxonomy Work Breakdown CASE tool divides the complex projects into simpler manageable tasks for 

the easy identification of risks. The identified risk is handled using the Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix in RPPC 

Framework. The Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix is typically used to identify the level of risks. Once analyzing the 

risk related to planning, finally the analyzed risk in RPPC Framework follows taxonomy based feedback derivation 
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to obtain the results for future use. The fuzzy rule based procedure is used for controlling risks related to projects 

during software planning. 

 

The forthcoming sections describes in detail about the taxonomy work breakdown structure in the design of 

RPPC framework, followed by it taxonomy coverage risk matrix is elaborated with the aid of the risk coverage 

matrix table. Finally, taxonomy based feedback derivation is included using fuzzy rule based procedure for 

minimizing the level of risk for effective project management.  

 

2.1  Taxonomy Work Breakdown Structure  

  RPPC Framework uses taxonomy based work breakdown structure for easy identification of the risks 

during the planning and control phase of the software projects. The breakdown procedure in the planning phase 

easily estimates the risk factor on each module. The excluded user requirement is the risk factor in the planning 

phase. In software planning phase, the breakdown (i.e.,) risks related to the product, data and the services are 

examined. Taxonomy based work breakdown structure in RPPC Framework analyzes the missing resources for 

obtaining quality software product. Taxonomy Work Breakdown Structure is described with the help of a step by 

step procedure,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Taxonomy case tool always provide a hierarchical way to categorize the risks and support integrated 

assessment communication, and management in RPPC Framework. Taxonomy Work Breakdown structure helps to 

more accurately identifies the risk on the software planning phase and specifically defines the missing user 

requirement and insufficient resources. Taxonomy CASE tools double checks specific planning procedure to make 

sure risk-free software planning phase on the complex projects is ensured. 

 

2.2 Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix 

 The Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix tools in RPPC Framework analyze the possibility and effect of risk 

on the complex software projects. With the aid of taxonomy work breakdown structure, each undesirable event in 

the software planning phase and missing resources are analyzed to identify the possibility and effect of risk rate. The 

taxonomy CASE tool with risk coverage matrix is typically used on analyzing the level of risk rate.  

Begin  

Step 1: Identify the starting point of planning and control phase 

Step 2: Taxonomy CASE tool break complex larger level planning phase into smaller components to 

easily identify the risk factor 

Step 3: Breakdown into several level of hierarchy and identify the risks (i.e.,) missing resources 

based on user requirement  

End 
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 The software planning performance rate is measured during the risk analysis step of the RPPC Framework. 

The possible outcome is the likelihood fetched using the RPPC Framework risk analysis. The effect of risk denotes 

the consequences on the evaluation using taxonomy based CASE tools. Once the specified area of risk is analyzed, 

the effect (i.e.,) consequence score is identified.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Risk Coverage Matrix Table 

 Figure 4 presents the risk coverage matrix table. The matrix table in taxonomy CASE tool carries ‘H’- 

High, ‘M’ – Medium, ‘L’- Low risk factor occurring on the planning and control phase of software project. The 

higher performance points out that the software is effective with all specified user requirements. The taxonomy 

CASE tool assesses the outcome and higher the percentage of outcome, produces the higher risk-free software 

planning phase complex projects. The risk coverage matrix covers all types of risks during the planning and control 

phase of the software project. 

 

2.3 Taxonomy based Feedback Derivation 

In RPPC Framework, taxonomy based Feedback derivation is carried out to control and minimizes the risk 

factor. The feedback obtained used the computer aided software engineering principle extract the risk and control 

the risk based on the prior feedback knowledge in RPPC Framework from the software projects. Hierarchical based 

feedback is derived to control the feedback on the complex software projects. The hierarchical structure of class 

procedure is used for controlling the risks during the planning and control phase. The derived procedure for the 

planning phases uses the fuzzy rule based systems to demonstrate the risk-free software system.  

Fuzzy rules based system in RPPC Framework uses the if-then construction procedure. The initial ‘if’ 

procedure satisfies, subsequently the ‘then’ procedure is the outcome of the rule. The fuzzy rule based procedure in 

software planning risk control is described as,  
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Eqn (2) demonstrates that for the user requirement, ‘x’ is included in ‘X’ module, whereas for the user 

requirement ‘y’ is included in the ‘Y’ module. Likewise, ‘k’ user requirement is in ‘K’ module, and accordingly 

risk-free planning and control phase software project is developed. Fuzzy rule based software engineering tool in 

RPPC Framework allows control of risk on the input and output planning module. RPPC Framework allows 

accurate resource utilization for producing the output accordingly to the required user input. 

 

3. Experimental Evaluation  

 Risk-Free Project Planning and Control (RPPC) Framework is developed in JAVA using the proposed 

Computed Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools. JAVA platform uses the Cylinder Bands Data Set extracted 

from UCI repository information to explain about the risk-free software product on using the attribute information. 

Machine learning CASE tools show significant promise for information acquisition, particularly when human 

expertise is insufficient. Recently, software process delays known as cylinder banding in rotogravure printing were 

considerably mitigated using risk control rules discovered by fuzzy rule based systems.  

 RPPC Framework exemplifies a more general methodology which transforms the knowledge acquisition 

task from one in which rules are directly elicited from an expert, to one in which a learning system is responsible for 

rule generation. The primary responsibilities of the human expert are to evaluate the merits of generated fuzzy rules, 

and to guide the acquisition and risk free software planning and control process.  

 RPPC Framework is compared against the existing Strategic management process simulation model, (SMP) 

[1] and speculative analysis technique uses awareness tools Speculative Analysis Technique (SAT-AT) [2]. The 

experiment is conducted on the factors such as risk impact level on software planning and control, software 

feasibility ratio, planning risk identification efficiency, risk control rate, delay time on risk identification, resource 

utilization level. 

Risk impact level on software planning and control in RPPC framework describes the impact level of risk 

during software planning and control using Eqn (1). The risk impact level in RPPC framework uses risk coverage 

matrix table to obtain the impact level (i.e., based on ‘H’, ‘M’ or ‘L’ risk factor). Software feasibility ratio in RPPC 

framework provides an analysis of the probability of accomplishing the project successfully taking into account the 

planning and control phase. With the help of software feasibility ratio, the possible and negative outcomes of the 

project are measured in RPPC framework measured in terms of percentage (%).  

Delay time on risk identification in RPPC framework uses the delay time taken during the identification of 

risk which is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms). Resource utilization level in RPPC framework measures the 

difference between the missing and identified resources over total available resources as given below 

 

,/0 = 	
12�33� 4	5�36��7�389	1:;� !�<��;	5�36��7�38

=6!>?	@A>�?>B?�	5�36��7�3
 ……Eqn (3) 
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4. Results Analysis Of RPPC Framework 

The result analysis for Risk-Free Project Planning and Control framework (RPPC) during software project 

management is compared with existing Strategic management process (SMP) [1] and Speculative Analysis 

Technique (SAT-AT) using Awareness Tools [2]. Table 1 represents the risk impact level obtained using JAVA 

simulator and comparison is made with two other methods, namely SMP [1] and SAT-AT [2].  

 

Table 1 Tabulation factors for Risk impact level 

 

 

Figure 5 Test cases versus Risk impact level 

Figure 5 presents the risk impact level efficiency rate of RPPC framework over different number of test 

cases being conducted in JAVA at different time periods. All the results provided in figure 5 establish that the 

proposed RPPC framework significantly outperforms the other two methods, SMP [1] and SAT-AT [2]. The better 

performance of RPPC framework is achieved due to the fact that it provides an efficient way for minimizing the risk 

impact level using taxonomy based computer aided software engineering tool. The application of taxonomy based 

computer aided software engineering tool improves the level of planning in software projects according to the user 

requirement.  As a result, the RPPC framework produces the reasonable result to reduce the risk impact level. The 

application of fuzzy rule, improves the efficiency rate by 15 – 30 % when compared with SMP [1]. In addition, the 
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RPPC framework includes Taxonomy based feedback derivation using fuzzy rule for software projects by 

improving the risk impact level efficiency by 25 – 40 % when compared with the SAT-AT [2]. 

 

Table 2 Tabulation factors for Software feasibility ratio 

 

As listed in table 2, the RPPC framework measures the software feasibility ratio for efficient software 

project management which is measured in terms of percentage (%). The software feasibility ratio obtained using 

RPPC framework offer comparable values than the state-of-the-art methods. 

 

                                       Figure 6 Test cases versus Software feasibility ratio  

The targeting results of software feasibility ratio using RPPC framework with two state-of-the-art methods 

SMP [1] and SAT-AT [2] in figure 6 is presented for visual comparison based on seven test cases. Our framework 

differs from the SMP [1] and SAT-AT [2] in that we have incorporated Taxonomy based risk identification to easily 

extent the probability of project success and therefore increase the software feasibility ratio by providing efficiency 

during planning and control. For the most different number of test cases, RPPC framework achieves comparable 

performance to SMP and SAT-AT. The software feasibility ratio is 12 – 19 % better when compared with the SMP 

[1]. The Taxonomy Risk Coverage Matrix tools carried out in the RPPC framework provides 22 – 28 % higher 

software feasibility ratio when compared with the SAT-AT [2].  
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Table 3 Tabulation factors for Delay time on risk identification 

 

In table 3 we further compare the delay time on risk identification of the proposed method using the RPPC 

framework. The experiments were conducted using seven test cases in the range of 1 to 7 that measures the delay 

time on risk identification in terms of milliseconds (ms). 

 

                                Figure 7 Test cases versus Delay time on risk identification  

 

To explore the influence of delay time on risk identification using RPPC framework, the experiments were 

performed by varying the test cases as illustrated in figure 7. It also shows that the RPPC framework shows 

competitive results with the state-of-the-art methods, namely SMP [1] and SAT-AT [2]. From the figure 7, the delay 

time on risk identification saw an improvement during test case 5 with 9 % improvement over SMP and 16 % 

improvement over SAT-AT. This is because the RPPC framework uses taxonomy based CASE tool with risk 

coverage matrix is typically used on analyzing the level of risk rate and effectively identifies the risk rate by 

minimizing the delay time by 4 -12 % when compared to SMP [1]. The taxonomy CASE tool carries three values of 

High, Medium and Low risk factor occurring on the planning and control phase of software project which helps to 

reduce the delay time by 8 – 25 % when compared with the SAT-AT [2]. 
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                              Table 4 Tabulation factors for Resource Utilization Level   

 

In table 4 we show the analysis of resource utilization level with respect to seven test cases ranging 

between 1 and 7 that measures the level of resource utilization to perform the risk related to software projects 

measured in terms of percentage (%). 

 

Figure 8 Test cases versus Resource Utilization Level  

 

 To verify the performance of RPPC framework more deeply, the resource utilization level as illustrated in 

figure 8 is presented based on different test cases conducted in JAVA. From the figure it is illustrative that the 

proposed RPPC framework potentially yield significant results compared to other state-of-the-art methods. The 

better performance of the proposed method is achieved due to the fact that the RPPC framework combines the 

taxonomy based computer aided software engineering tool with  taxonomy based feedback derivation based on 

fuzzy rule to improve the resource utilization level by 4 -13 % than SMP [1]. Also with the introduction of the risk 

coverage matrix that defined three levels of risk related to software project during the planning and control phase 

improves the resource utilization level by 10 – 50 % when compared with the SAT-AT [2]. 
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5. Related Works 

Even though many researchers have increasingly applied the rules and formulations suggested by various 

authors of software risk management, the impact of software risk management is very much sparse in nature. There 

have been only a substantial amount of empirical studies conducted related to risk-free project planning and control.  

One of the widely used method in verification is software testing that consumes over a range of 30- 50% of 

the whole project development cost. Belief Desire Intention [5] presented a model based on oracle generation 

method for performing unit testing. In order to extract the fault types, a fault model based on the features of different 

types of faults were used. It generated passive oracle from agent design models which reduced the false positive rate 

proportionally. Though false positive rate was minimized it was of only limited value. Design of large software is 

highly risk. In [6] an approach that was based on preventive risk management was presented that efficiently 

identified the prospective steps during the project development and deployment stage to reduce the risk involved.  

With the significant role played by information technology in the recent years, companies are heavily 

dependent on successful delivery of information systems. An integrative model was designed in [7] to observe the 

relationship between risk and information system from the angle of vendor than from the angle of client improving 

the risk management substantially. The main disadvantages of the integrative model were that dynamic nature of 

software project remains unaddressed.  

In [14], a cooperative model for managing security risk for information system was designed for a 

distributed environment. With the help of Bayesian networks (BNs), the exchange of security information between 

the information systems that was interconnected in distributed scenario was presented to manage the security risk in 

an efficient manner. Though security was attained for information system model, optimization was not focused.  

Whenever the components involved in software are designed from various locations, the two most difficult 

factors are coordination and communication. This in turn affects the organization of project, a control over project 

and finally the quality of the product. In [16], a systematic review was presented related to Distributed Software 

Development. The sole purpose of distributed software development was to identify the solutions and provide 

improvements accordingly to the user in distributed environment.  The impact of maturity related to software 

development was investigated in [17] that derived a constructive cost model by improving the level of accuracy, but 

was tested with fewer datasets.  

In [8], a framework was designed to measure software quality based on robot that was automated for 

medical rehabilitation system with the help of correlation factor and minimized the errors in software assistant tools. 

Though errors was reduced but was not applied to real time applications. Risk Navigator SRM [15], a risk 

management tool was designed with the basis consideration that included not only learning model but also provided 

means to help the users manage risks.  

An integration of dynamic and static analysis techniques [18] was applied to low level components. 

Dynamic analysis for software project was used to link test cases to requirements analysis of the user whereas static 

analysis was used as a method of identification between code and design models providing a higher level of 

integration. But the integrated methods can only be applied for text based exploration and GUI was not addressed. 
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Measuring size of the software is of high significant during the software development process which of 

prime used during project planning and control.  Software sizing articles were analyzed [19] providing an overview 

of the achievements related to software size measurement. Though with efficient project planning and control 

software size was measured in an efficient manner, it was not obtained for programming and for agile methods.  

The success factor of software development is highly proportional to the level of monitoring performed on 

software projects. To identify whether the flow of the project is up to the schedule, the progress of the software 

projects has to be analyzed at regular time intervals. In [20] timesheet and plan of project was used as an aid to 

monitor the project which helped to effectively measure the plan of activity. 

With high dynamic markets and changing technologies, while designing and developing of new software 

projects, one of the major drawbacks that are observed is uncertainty resulting in many R&D failures. In [11], a 

novel risk management framework was designed that altered project risk management by applying corporate 

strategy that resulted in success rates of R&D projects and helped in achieving the strategic goals. But uncertainty 

based on real option analysis remains unaddressed.  

In [12], the process of risk management was integrated with software development. It identified risk 

management, evaluated models to alleviate risk, found measures to identify methods for improving the development 

process with the aim of improving risk management. Though certain problems related to risks were addressed, it was 

only performed in an ad-hoc basis. As study was conducted using fuzzy linguistic preference relation (Fuzzy 

LinPreRa) approach [13] to obtain the impact of risk factors while developing software project. Fuzzy LinPreRa 

approach not only provided with pair-wise comparisons, but also eliminated the inconsistencies obtained during the 

collection of information. 

The management of risk while designing software project has been applied to numerous fields including 

security, space exploration of space, security constraints and so on. In [10], the author discussed a conceptual 

framework for risk management in software development projects by improving the project quality. A difference 

between managerial practices and management models were discussed in [9] to provide an overall framework for 

designing a project.  

 

6. Conclusion 

We presented RPPC framework, which encompasses a method to tackle the risk in software project that 

provide risk-free project planning and control. The contributions of this framework were three-fold. First, we 

proposed a new taxonomy work breakdown structure for easy risk identifications in software projects that minimizes 

the risk factor by providing a hierarchical method to categorize the risks and support integrated assessment 

communication. Second, we proposed a new taxonomy risk coverage matrix for complex software projects that 

effectively identify the risk rate and produces higher amount of risk-free complex software project during planning 

phase. Finally, we presented a development tool that supported a taxonomy based feedback derivation using fuzzy 

rule based systems to demonstrate the risk-free software system. These results show that the risk impact level, delay 

time on risk identification and the resource utilization level of the system with RPPC framework were reduced by 

40.82 %, 16.2 %, and 50.25 % percent, respectively, compared to the best known existing method. 
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